
Sermon Notes
Text: Acts 2:42-27

Intro:

In John Lennon’s song, Imagine, we see a vision for a better world that 
doesn’t have religion. Is that really the key to a better world?

1. The Ugly Side of Religion

“We believe that religions are basically the same…they only differ on 
matters of creation, sin, heaven, hell, God, and salvation.” ~Steve Turner 

Acts 2:42-47

We’ve all seen Christianity at its best and worst. 

“The history of the church is not an example of Jesus’ teaching bearing 
bad fruit, but of his teaching being completely ignored, rationalized, or 
trivialized—and that bearing bad fruit” ~Bruxy Cavey

“While a long history of religious oppression and hypocrisy is profoundly 
sobering, the earnest seeker must look beyond the behavior of flawed 
humans in order to find the truth. Would you condemn an oak tree 
because its timbers had been used to build battering rams? Would you 
blame the air for allowing lies to be transmitted through it? Would you 
judge Motzart’s The Magic Flute on the basis of a poorly rehearsed 
performance by fifth-graders? If you had never seen a real sunset over 

the Pacific, would you allow a tourist brochure as a substitute? Would 
you evaluate the power of romantic love solely in the light of an abusive 
marriage next door?” ~Francis S. Collins

The common theme in the atrocities of both religious and non-religious 
nations is not God, but people who have a God complex. The world is 
not better off without religion. It’s better off without people. 

2. The Benefits of Religion

The counterintuitive teachings of Jesus lead to human flourishing and 
happiness.

Regular Church attendance has been proven to have significant benefits 
to our health and happiness. 

3. The End of Religion

“Religion uses rules to force our steps, guilt to keep us in line, and rituals 
to remind us of our failure to live up to those rules. In doing this, religion 
adds more weight to those who are already burdened with life’s 
hardships. But Jesus offers the rest we’re searching for” ~Bruxy Cavey

Jesus came to replace the religious system with himself. 

Revelation 21:22

Conclusion:
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Life Group Discussion

Warm up:

1. Do you find it easy or hard to talk to non-Christian family & friends 
about your beliefs? Why?

2. What are some of the most common questions people ask you about 
your beliefs?

Study & Discussion:

1. What stood out to you from Sunday’s sermon?

2. Read Matthew 23. Here Jesus gives a long critical discourse on the 
actions of the religious elite. Have you seen the “ugly side” of religion 
personally? In what ways can religion cause harm?

3. Contrary to some perspectives, participation in a religious community 
has been proven to have significant benefits to our health and 
happiness. Have you experienced that? How so? What are the most 
positive benefits of Christianity on people and culture? 

4. While Jesus didn’t come to introduce a new religion, he did teach us 
a way of living, which included habits (like Bible reading and prayer) 
and rituals (like baptism and the Lord’s supper). Is this not the same 
thing as religion? Why or why not? How do we ensure healthy 
structure and discipline in our faith without it becoming a religious 
burden?

Practicing the Way of Jesus: Religion vs. Relationship

Think about the following quote:

“Religion uses rules to force our steps, guilt to keep us in line, and rituals 
to remind us of our failure to live up to those rules. In doing this, religion 
adds more weight to those who are already burdened with life’s 
hardships. But Jesus offers the rest we’re searching for” ~Bruxy Cavey

Does you Christianity look like this quote? Or does it look more like the 
rest Jesus offers (Matthew 11:28-30)?
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